
Herzberg HG-8009: Storage Wardrobe - Large

Organize your space stylishly with this powder-coated steel wardrobe featuring a non-woven fabric cover, 12
shelves, and a movable hanging rod. Sturdy, easy to assemble, and perfect for creating extra storage in any
home.

Manufacturer: Herzberg Home & Living
Reference:HG-8009
Options:
Color : Black, Blue, Gray

Product Description and Specification
Organize your things with a style and compliment your room with HG-8009 from Herzberg. Constructed with a powder
coated heavy duty steel frame, its material offers high bearing capacity and is not easy to bend or dent. The selected non
woven fabric cover protects your garments from dust, moths, and dirt, and provide you room vibrant accent. It also has a
roll-up fabric door that can be secured by a velcro tape, and when you want to fully close the wardrobe, you can just unfold
the roller shutter to hide your clothes and other kinds of stuff with a rust free zipper. Creating and connecting its structure is
a  PP plastic connector which is sturdy, durable and resistant to high temperatures. This wardrobe has a 1 movable hanging
rod provides extra hanging and storage space for seasonal clothes or other daily accessories. It has also 12 shelves for storing
garments or other things such as shoes, toys, and hats.  It also comes with clear installation instructions for quick and easy
construction and no tool is required. The Herzberg HG-8009 a perfect addition to any home with storage issue and it
provides a clean and comfortable living space. 

 



 

 

Features:

12 shelves that  can meet a variety of storage demand 1 movable powder coated hanging bar Portable wardrobe with a sturdy
structure Ample storage space Multi-functional wardrobe Water and dust-proof cover High-grade rust proof frames  durable
and can take heavy loading Strong plastic connectors Space saving feature Variant color to match your room Portable,
convenient and easy to use Easy to assemble Easy to clean 

 

 

Specifications: 

Brandname: Herzberg Color: Black, Blue & Grey Frame Materials: High quality, powder coated steel tubes Cover Material: 
Non-woven Fabric Connector Material: PP Plastic Long Shelf Load Capacity: 5kg Short Shelf Load Capacity: 3kg Hanging
Rod Load Capacity: 23kg each Load Capacity of Whole Product: 65kg Product Dimension: 133cm x 44cm x 175cm Product
Weight: 4.4 kgs Box Dimension:  61cm  x 30cm x 13cm  Box Weight: 4.5kgs Number of Pieces in a Box: 1

 

 

 

EAN : 0634158805165

ISBN : 9403899000

Weight : 4.50 Kg



Volume : 0.02379 m3

(L x l x H) : 61.00 cm x 30.00 cm x 13.00 cm

Box 1  units

Pallet 72  (Units)

Box dimensions 61cm x 30cm x 13cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/herzberg-hg8009-storage-wardrobe-large-xml-372-4179.html

